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It is the 1950s and simply beyond the Newfoundland fishing village of Haire' Narrated by the
incomparable Mary Walsh.s grandmother Lizzie. The three live a lifestyle of hardship, but there
exists a lot of like in this family members. A tragic chain of events leads to needs that Josie be
delivered to an institution and Package to an orphanage.s relationships with her friends and

her family members. Alliances are created with an odd range of heroes and the village can be
thrown into a turbulent upheaval that tests the strength of Kit's Hollow, fourteen-year-aged Kit
Pitman lives with her mentally handicapped mom, Josie, both of them cared for and protected

by Kit'
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Great publication - read it in two sittings! But when you can suspend your disbelief, it's an
excellent read. It was a lot to bear for a teen and I could experience her frustration as well as
her solid devotion to her family members.But it was an interesting premise regarding Kit's living
circumstance and that kept me reading. Her mother is also the neighborhood "fun time female"
and is not very particular about who she takes up with (receiving lots of the town's scorn,
however, not as much as you may expect--there is a level (unrealistic? She was correct. The first
pages were hard to get through because of the dialect but once that character wasn't
central anymore, the tale flowed. I finished up finishing the publication on the second night of
reading it because I acquired so thinking about it. The personas and area added a truly
unique spin to the publication. I recommend it! It was highly recommended to me by a person
who grew up in the ... Among my rare 5 star selections. This book had quality writing, well
developed characters and unexpected twists. It was highly recommended if you ask me by
someone who was raised in the region where this story took place. She vouched for the
authenticity that the writer brought to the region. I was caught up in her storytelling and
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appeared forward to time for the gully every time I place down the book. It never came! I
needed this reserve for my summer college. Plenty of other tragedies hit (like the regional drunk
attempts to rape the family members and is killed by the retarded mom and Sid requires the
blame) but, most of all, Sid and Kit discover out they are half brother and sister (the reverend
acquired sex with Kit's mom--surprise, surprise). Two days ago an email found me saying it is not
shipped yet! I said I don't require it anymore, cancel it. I hope they do! Five Stars Another
great book by a really great author! Engaging examine with vivid descriptions of
Newfoundland's unique culture, dialect & Sid and Kit's relationship is not well developed but
perhaps their position as outsiders will do to bring them jointly).There are always a good
number of secondary characters mainly because we see what life is similar to in the small
coastal village of Haire's Hollow. I found Morrissey's writing to be extremely engaging and
lyrical as she vividly describes Newfoundland and its culture, unique dialect and little coastal
town feel. I wasn't sure what to expect when I finally received it. Sid, the reverend's child, is
entailed to cut the wood for the family. Therefore believable that there were several times when
I acquired frustrated using what Kit had to cope with every day with her mom, Josie. Various
members of the golf club had solid reactions to it (some enjoyed it, some hated it and may
barely finish it). My Review: The fact that this reserve is set in a remote Newfoundland village in
the 1950's caught my attention since I'm always searching for new (or at least 'fresh to me')
Canadian authors.There was one picture that had me nail biting/in the edge of my chair but
unfortunately I saw the major plot twist from a mile away. It would have already been great if
the 'bad guy' had some redeeming quality or take a glance into why the resident 'mean girl' is
so suggest (she reminded me most of the spoiled Nelly Oleson from Little Home on the Prairie
fame, a graphic I couldn't shake through the entire book). I only want the reader got to learn
more about these exclusive characters - some of which, if I'm being honest, were just a tad as
well cliched for my tastes. Even when i figured it out I was longing for a crimson herring but that
however never happened. It was still a solid read but I'd have loved to have had just one
more twist. Following the plot twist was uncovered the publication felt a little jumbled and out
of sorts with the closing being the weakest area of the book.General, this was an enjoyable go
through with a wonderfully eastern Canadian experience to it. It's definitely one of regional
peculiarities but anyone that has grown up in a little town will recognize many of the heroes. I
look forward to reading more from this author.My Ranking: 3. Morrissey is skilled author whose
profession I look forward to following.thebakingbookworm.blogspot.ca). Compelling storytelling
from a talented author Morrissey took me personally to rural Newfoundland, with the tang of
salt and wide sights of the sea. Her vivid writing produced me value the characters in the
novel. Recommend. When she was created, she's been told, the city attemptedto take her from
her mom and put her in an orphanage but Grandma and the local Doc avoided that from
taking place.With so many books waiting to be read, I figure any reserve that makes me tell
you farewell to it with a sigh gives me more than fair exchange for the time invested.5/5 stars***
This book critique, and also many more, can also be found on my blog, The Baking Bookworm
(www. suspend disbelief for an excellent read More interesting that the 1st pages indicated.
12 calendar year old Package lives with her grandmother and retarded mom at the
advantage of town. One individual told me to force through reading the initial 40-50 pages
in the first sitting down or I wouldn't get back to it.) of understanding among the towns
people).Prematurily . in the publication I determined where it had been going so missed the
part of surprise when the big reveal came, but I was still completely caught up in the tale and
sad to view it come to an end.When her Grandma dies, Kit is immediately worried about this



potential outcome, and she is right to be worried. Sid and Package fall in love. Package, Josie
and Grandma Lizzie's characters were well thought out and felt extremely believable. The
reverend in town movements to have her taken away but Doc comes to the rescue and,
moreover, gets the city to supply help the the retarded mom and young lady. The institution will
end tomorrow. The last section of the novel is Kit's attempt to cope with this center breaking
information.The novel is somewhat overly dramatic and unrealistic (Kit is only 16 when she
marries Sid; community. We bought this to learn for my book club."
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